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Letters:
Flawed Editorial
To the Editor:
Casey Church's editorial Nov. 18
was highly critical of the faculty for
its failure to approve a senate in
principle. Her argument is flawed in
much the same way as was the
committee's proposal. That is, it fails
to provide a compelling reason why
we should relinquish our present
system of. full participation for a
representative form of government.
However, if one believes, as she
seems to, that smaller groups are
somehow more productive, efficient
and decisive than larger ones, let us
look at the governance committee
itself. After months of meeting, their
only product to come before the
faculty has been the proposal
concerning a senate, and upon closer
inspection, it was really a proposal to
form still another committee whose
job it would be to draw up a specific
senate document.
I believe the faculty, meeting as a
whole, has acted swiftly, when
circumstances have warranted it. I
further believe that the faculty has
usually acted wisely. Perhaps Church
was merely a victim of her own
enthusiasm when she wrote, " ... the
faculty continues to indicate it
cannot or will not be responsive to
the needs of the University ... " It is
more difficult to be so charitable
when she goes on to say that " ... it
might be time for the Regents to
step in and reorganize for them."
With friends like this Lobo reporter
the faculty no longer needs a
Legislative Universities Study
Committee.
Prof. KarlP. Koenig

Lobo
Letter
Policy
The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNfVI, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.
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BSU-BYU Controversy
TotheEditor:
, . I wish. to address this to. both The
Lobo and the membership of the
Black Student Union (BSU).
Once again, the cry agmnst the
"racist policies of Brigham Young
University (BYU) has been raised by
certain well-meaning (I hope
sincerely) groups of people. The
Albuquerque Tribune (Sept. 24,
1970) carried a story about BYU in
which it was stated that an open
invitation had been extended to the
editors of the school newspapers of
all WAC schools to visit BYU to
document the "racism" practiced in
the academic policies of BYU. The
invitation was couched in terms
which would have allowed a BSU
student t·o be a member of the
"committee."
This was a golden opportunity to
gather concrete evidence of academic
racial policies purported (to date) to
exist at BYU. However, to my
knowledge, no effort was expended
either on the part of The Lobo or
the BSU here at UNM. Considering
the considerable time, great effort
and vast amount of rhetoric
generated and spent by The Lobo
and BSU in condemning BYU's
"racist" policies, I expected at least a

token amount of effort on the
respective parts of The Lobo
editorial staff and the BSU
leadership to prove their allegations
against BYU. Furthermore, it was a
perfect opportunity to effectively
rebut the report from Arizona that
there was no racism involved in the
academic policies of BYU.
I prefer to believe that there is no
truth to the rumor that BYU is racist
in its academic policies. However, I
do not know this to be a fact. I have
never been to BYU. I would
welcome a factual report on the
situation, and I'm sure the student
body would also.
With respect to the religious
policies of the church which owns
BY U, any student protest in this
direction is no less ludicrous than
would be a protest against Notre
Dame University by Sammy Davis,
jr. because Jews are not allowed to
have Catholic priesthood.
Who is going to give us a
well-researched, thoroughly
documented, and totally responsible
report on this BYU vs. BSU issue?
No one is in a better position to do it
than the free press. The means are
available and the responsibility is
there. Why isn't it done?!
Michael 0. Stone

'TeenyBoppers'
To the Editor:
Re the disassociation letter:
It is my opinion that the ?le~b~rs .
of the "radical commumty, 1.e.
Doug Nance Larry McGehee and
Stuart Dyson', need to grow up a bit
before they delve into politics.

The above group who
disassociated themselves from the
Concerned Students, claimed a lack
of representation. As a member of
the Concerned Students, I observed
these "radicals" throughout the
course of the meetings. Their only
complaint referring to representation
arose after their prim,e candidate was
not endorsed. These "crybaby"
tactics seem to be their only tool.
The "radicals" didn't get their way,
so they resorted to walking out of
the meeting, although four of the 12
candidates endorsed were backed by
the "radical" groups.
I suggest that before these
"radicals" take a stand in student
government again, they think about
compromise and stop acting like
junior high school "teenyboppers."
Jason Shaffer

' ... Or, As You Might Put It, The Dead-Duck Session.'

NEW
MEXICO
UNM Officials Asl(
Increase in Budgets
UNM officials asked for slightly over $4 million more in
state funding for 1971-72 than the staff of the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF) recommended in hearings before
the board Friday.
UNM President Ferrel Heady requested $23.883 million in
funding for 1971-72, but the BEF staff recommended only,: ,
$19.838 million, $4.05 million less than requested.
~
UNM though was not the only school facing BEF staff
recommendations lower than requested funds, the overall
suggested increase in state-level funding for state funding for
state universities was about $2.5 million. New Mexico schools
asked a combined total increase of some $14 million.
Request $19.333 Million
Heady asked a state appropriation next year of $19.333
million for education and general purposes, the majority of
the money to be used for increases in faculty and
non-academic staff salaries.
The warm sunny days that Albuquerqueans have been enjoying
lately have prompted many students to transfer their study places
The BEF staff recommendation is $17,222, or $2.1 million
Campus Pig
from the librarr to the great outdoors. Leonard Hanny and Martha
l~ss than UNM's request with the amount based on an average
Burgess study m the warm sunshine while their pet pig, "Munch,"
SIX percent increase in non-academic salaries.
plays around.
In the presentation to the BEF, Heady said average faculty
salaries should be at least on the same basis as the average for
New Mexico State University (NMSU).
He said $167,376 would be needed to give some 60!J
faculty salaries on a par with the salaries at NMSU. The UNM
1263 Call for Immediate End to Vietnam War
faculty salary average for next year is figured at $13,950,
Students defeated two the requirement that the UNM
compared with $14,214 at NMSU, an approximate $250
proposed ASUNM Constitutional faculty must concur with all physically possible."
difference.
The second choice in the
amendments in Wednesday's amendments to the ASUNM
Heady and officials from all the state's universities argued
elections which would have Constitution, passed 1540 to 972. referendum question, "the Nixon
administration is following the for increased funding for the coming school year in athletic
lowered the number of credit
Results of a referendum to
hours a person must have earned determine student opinion on the only realistic course to end the budgets, as well as general educational budgets.
to be • eligible for ASUNM conduct of the Indo-China War war," received 882 votes.
Athletic Budget
227 respondents thought the
president or vice president.
will be sent to President Nixon United States should "pursue a
The BEF staff recommended a $5000 decrease in funding
Students passed three other with a letter of explanation.
course toward final military for athletic programs in 1971-72. On the ther hand, the six
• constitutional amendments and
1263 students voted for the
also expressed views about the proposition that "the war must victory," and 168 had no opinion. major New Mexico schools asked for an increase of almost
The referendum issues were $425,000.
conduct of the Indo-China War.
end immediately with troops
The proposed amendment to being removed as fast as counted last weekend by the
UNM's requested share of the state appropriation is
ASUNM Elections Commission.
lower the number of credit hours .
$315,000.
The BEF staff recommendation for UNM was
ll:tlliWIJ!lRUJIII!lli!U~/lllUUlll:ll!lr.tlU::II>Il:!III:UlllllllllWIIttUIWiliW!lJI!!I!!!!UIII!IU
$101,000, an amount $66,000 lower than the current
Recount Asked
appropriation.
Bob Petranovich, who placed
The total recommendation for intercollegiate athletic
13th in Wednesday's ASUNM
election for 12 Senate seats, has
programs for New Mexico schools is $706,000.
"'
asked for a recount of the ballots.
Schools facing the lowered funding for athletic programs
He was 16 votes behind Ralph
are UNM, NMSU, Western, Eastern, Highlands and New
Baca, who placed 12th, with 1007
TOKYO (UPI)- American encroach on even an inch of
Mexico
Military Institute. The total current state budget for
votes to Baca's 1023 votes.
bombers have ranged far north of Vietnamese territory at any
athletics
is $7,111,000.
Chief Justice of Student Court tbe 19th Parallel and attacked the patal!el."
Jon Facey said a recount <Would outskirts of Hanoi itself, North
Figures presented by UNM officials and BEF staffers on
The same paper said 34 "old
"probably" be granted, and added Vietnam's official news agency
projected
revenues to support the athletic program differed
persons and children were killed
"it would be best to recount the said Sunday.
at Le Ninh state farm in Quang widely, the BEF estimated considerably higher in each case.
ballots before Thanksgiving."
It claimed that "scores" of Bing province and "scores of
UNM officials estimated ticket sales proceeds of $530,000,
The next Senate meeting is persons were killed in the latest others"
in Nghe An.
scheduled for Dec. 3.
student
fees of $340,000, and a total $200,000 from
American air strikes.
mmmrnmmnn;rmll!li!IUI!ilarnmmJ:ImlnmmmniiiiiiiUII!ntlllllliiUIII!Illlllltllllilll
The Army paper said the
U.S. Defense Secretary Melvin United States and North Vietnam additional sources. The BEF staff predicted an income of
a vice president must have earned Laird, in announcing the raids
. they were confined to the' reached no understanding when $550,000 from ticket sales, $437,000 from student fees, and
from 45 to 30 was defeated 1689 sa1d
the United States called off the gave the san1e $200,000 figures from other sources.
to 1116. A similar proposal to area south of the 19th Parallel.
bombing in November, 1968.
lower the number of credit hours
William McConnell, BEF member, said no definite action
The official Vietnam News
Laird has said the North
required for a president from 75 Agency (VNA) quoting the Army
taken on any of the budget requests and added the board
was
to 60 was defeated 1358 to 1231. paper Quan Doi Nhan Dan, said: Vietnamese agreed to overflights will probably act at its next meeting, Dec. 11, 12. The BEF
of halt attacks on South
A constitutional amendment
"Laird states the U.S. aircraft Vietnamese cities.
ma_kes recommendations on all education budgets to the
adding a Law School faculty were conducting air strikes against
legislature.
,
"The
cessation
of
U.S.
bombing
advisor to Student Court passed missile and anti-aircraft gun sites
of the Democratic Republic of
2243 to 309.
Also considered at the two-day hearings were the special
and related facilities in North North
Vietnam was
A constitutional amendment Vietnam south of the 19th
community
projects conducted by the state's universities.
abolishing Student Affairs Parallel. But U.S. planes have unconditional, and without any
Committee passed 1351 to 1187. raided the outlying districts of tacit understanding," the Army T~e. total request for the special programs is some $3.2
m1lhon. The BEF staff offered no recommendation on the
The Last amendment, deleting Hanoi. The U.S. has no right to paper said.
proposed expenditure.

Students Defeat 2 Amendments

N Vietnam News Agency
Says U.S. Bombed Hanoi

-Bema

in our classroom. He told me that it Mitchell Hall. They'd more than
had been put there to aid the accommodate the need. With the
students themselves from the cooperation of the smokers of the
possibility of suffocation.
campus and the free cigarette
"Suffocation!" I exclaimed.
incentive, all of the school smoking
"Yes," he said. "You see, the and choking systems could be
janitors don't get in here but once supplied.
every year or so, and well, the butts
With the problem solved I sat at
are liable to pile so high just in one my desk pondering the benefits of
class period that you'd be breathing my system. Dictating instructors
cigarette butts by the time it was could no longer prohibit smoke from
over. You can imagine what it would entering their classes with the hope
be like in a year."
that a student would listen to them
"Yeah," I said as the smoke rather than watch the veteran puffer
obscured him from my view, "I guess next to him blow smoke rings. And
so." I just sat there dumbfounded again, think of the shock felt by a
with the problem of how to save my student entering class from the
fellow students from sure death.
exhaust polluted air outside to the
Then it came to me-we should unpolluted air inside-a feeling
ask the school to install central somewhat gained by jumping into a
smoking and choking systems along cold shower after having baked in a
with other air conditioning systems. sauna. ln essence, my fellow students
The cost would be negligible. I was ean now bake, pardon me, choke both
sure I could pick out just a few of in and out of class. Yeah, and another
the best smokers in my class to blow thing, who would appreciate fresh air
smoke into the heating system in if he got to breathe it evety day?

By BRIAN ZARIKTA
I was just sitting in class today
disgusted aL how clean the air was
when, "glory be," the guy next to
me lit up a cigarette, as did the guy
next to him and then the guy next to
him. I was thinking that things
couldn't be better when in came the
Lobo Staff
· instructor puffing smoke from his
Editor: Sarah Laidlaw
Managing Editor: Don Burge
Laredo just like a locomotive
without sound effects. Glancing up
Holly Beckley
Jesse Rocha
Roger Ruvalo
over the blackboard, I noticed a sign,
Everett Robinson
Mike Rowland
Mark SancliCz
Ron Bernstein
Cltuck Jleil
Sa11dy Scltauc
"no smoking please.'.'
• r
Paul Fleck
Charles Andrews
Susan Stern
Well, I just can't begin to say how
Andy Gannczy
Casey Church
Bert Temple
amazed I was. I fanned my notebook
Pat McArdle
Mary Ellert Hancock
Dave Brands
through the fog which had by now
Jim Pensicro
Duffie Lancaster
Bob Butler
I
th
d
d
ked
th
Robert
Smith
Sue
Major
Tony
Loudcrbough
enve ope
e room an as
e
Deanne St.illm,"n
t
t
h
th
t
t
'"'
Barbara
Morgan
Bob
Wasserman
guy nex o nie W Y a · ou rageous
Clark Jcrmain
Kathi Schroeder
sign had been allowed to be pdJ1ted · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

African, European Mercenaries Invade Guinea
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)- Guinea
Sunday accused Portuguese forces of
armed aggression on its capital of Conakry
and asked the U.N. Security Council to
send airborne troops to fight the invaders.
Secretary General . U Thant, speaking
before the Council which met shortly after8 p.m. EST in urgent session, confirmed
the presence of "external forces, described
by the (Guinean) government as
Portuguese."
.
U Thant based his statement 'On a report
from the resident representative of the
U.N. Development Program in Conakry.
Antonio Pah·icio, Portugal's chief
delegate to the United Nations, denied the
charges in a letter to Council President
G~orge J. Tomeh of Syria as "not
corresponding with the actulll facts byany
means.'' He said Portugal had no
connection with the situation in Guinea
which he said was caused by "internal
difficulties."
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (UPI)- The
Hepublic of Guinea said Sunday about 350
European and African mercenaries lltaged a

Monday, November 23, 1970

seaborne invasion of the country but were
repulsed in their efforts to topple the
government of President Sekou Toure and
impose Portuguese contl'ol.
Radio Conakry, broadcasting from the
Guinean capital and monitored in this
neighboring country of West Africa, said
"All points of resistance have been
overcome, and (Guinean) militants in
uniform eff11.ctively control the whole city
and have taken necessary dispositions in
case of a new attack."
The radio communique said, however,
that another attack was expected because
"certain mercenaries have informed us of
the intention of their Portuguese leaders to
send back ships tonight to allow
still-resisting mercenaries to re·embark."
The Guinean Democratic Party's
communique was broadcast over the radio
at 7:50 p.m. Sunday. A broadcast 20
minutes earlier said fighting was still going
on.
Moments after announcing the
communique, an official commantator said
there were "about 10 Pqrtuguese ships in
Guinean territorial waters."

He said President Toure, in a message to
United Nations Secretary General U Thant,
said the ships had bombarded Conakry.
Earlier Sunday the radio said the
invaders landed from "war ships" in the
Gulf of Guinea before dawn Sunday and
wete fighting Guinean troops in Conakry
by Sunday night.
Toure, a militant nationalist and
supporter of the African liberation
movement, spoke on one of the broadcasts
and charged the invading forces had been
backed by Portugal.
"Portuguese colonialism is serving as a
bridge head for the aggression," Toure said.
"Hundreds and hundreds of mercenaries of
all nationalities are in the city. The battle
continues.''
(In New York the United Nations
Security Council scheduled a meeting at 6
p.m. EST Sunday at Guinea's request to
hear the charges of aggression.
(In Lisbon, a spokesman for the
Portuguese Foreign Ministry denied that
Portugal had anything to do with the
invasion,)
Portuguese troops currently are engaged

in warfare against anti-colonialist guerrillas
in Portuguese Guinea, a colony situated
between Guinea &nd Senegal. Much of the
fighting has occurred along Portuguese
Guinea's borders with Senegal and Guinea,
where the guerrillas take sanctuary.
The Republic of Guinea, which has a
population of 3.8 million, received
independence from France in 1958. Toure
has been its chief of state sint:c
independence. The country has about
5,000 men in its military forces, equipped
and trained primarily by West Germany
and the Soviet Union.
Radio Conakry later broadcast a
statement it said was given by one of the
invaders who was captured. The captured
invader, identified as Keita Mamadou said
the invasion force was trained in
Portuguese Guinea, received instructions
from a Portuguese army general, and
landed from six ships. He said the invasion
force totaled about 350 men.
He said the invasion party was told it
would meet Guineans sympathetic to their
~ause and would recognize them by green
armbands they were wearing.

..
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Alcoholism Plays Growing Role in U.S.

F

Effects Range From Home, Business Losses fo Medical Complications

L
A

p
to adapt to the bureaucratic
pressures brought to bear on the
Indian and fights the system. His
efforts culminate in reasserting
Indian possession of the land, and
thus the city, whose land they once
lived on.
The $6 million Warner Brothers
Quinn, who called this role one of production was filmed in
the most satisfying of his acting Albuquerque, Santa Fe and at Santa
career, plays an Indian who refuses Clara pueblo. Other pueblos filmed

Proceeds from the premiere of the
movie "Flap" will be used to fund a
student center for the Native
American Studies Program.
Appearing at the Thursday premiere
of the movie was its star, Anthony
Quinn, and producer Jerry Adler.

included Santo Domingo, San
Ildefonso, Teseque and Acoma. The
film is showing at Cinema East.
The proposed student center will
serve as a meeting, study, cultural
and administrative area for the
program. No figures were available
on the total amount netted on the
premier showing.
The UNM Kiva Club sponsored
the showing.

(Editor's Note: The following is
the first of a two part series.)
By DAVE BRANDS
How does illegal drug use stack
up against alcoholism in America?
"Drugs are the fair-haired child.
They are g€'tting all the gold. Yet
there are more than 10 times as
many alcoholics as there are drug
addicts," said Willard 0. Foster, a
coordinator of alcoholism
programs in Maryland. He and
many other Federal, stah• and
private authorities cannot
understand why the nation can l>l'
so wrapp!'d up about hl•roin and
marijuana and be so complacent
about alcohol.
Th!' National Council of
Alcoholism (NCA) n•porled that
80 million Aml'ricans drink
alcoholic beverages but the
consumption has becoml' a sc>rious
problem to an estimated six and a
half million.
Traffic Accidents
Nationally, the alcohol problem
is nowhere more apparent than in
the traffic accidents it causes.
There are 800,000 traffic crashes
caused by drinking drivers and
pedestrians each year and reports
from several coroners around the
country indicated that more than
half of the nation's annual
highway deaths (about 50,000)
result from drivers trying to
handle an automobile after
drinking. The NCA reports
one-tenth of the nation's drivers
are alcoholics and of these, nearly
45 percent have a greater chance
of dying in car accidents than
non-alcoholics. But the alcoholic
is not only a traffic pl'Oblem, he is
a social problem in all realms of
life.
The report goes on to say that

John Ranier of Taos pueblo and
director of the American Indian
graduate scholarship program helped
organize the program.
The Native American Studies
program began this fall and is
currently housed in a renovated
house on Las Lomas. The building is
shared with the Black Studies
program and the Native American
Studies program.

Pro-War ] esuit Priest

Lyon: North Vietnamese Have 'Lost' War
Repair & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

9oreign Car Specialis1s
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Fr. Daniel Lyon Friday said the
North Vietnamese have lost the
war and are now trying to "win at
the peace table what they
couldn't win on the battlefield."
Lyon, a Jesuit priest who .has
spent more than seven years in
Vietnam, and has authored or
co-authored six books on South
East Asia, spoke Friday night on

kapy korner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
other locations. in Winroclc Center,
SJMM247-4406
S BUJLDJ NG National Building & 120 Madeira NE
......

campus.
Lyon, considered by many one
of the most articulate voices of
the pro-war stand in this country,
spoke on what he termed the
"third act of a tragic play" on the
Vietnam conflict.
Lyon, whose visit to UNM
concluded a tour of New Mexico
camposes sponsored by the New
Mexico Young Amedcans for
Freedom, told the press early
Friday afternoon of his
association with the people of
South Vietnam and his
experiences with the North. He
said the North, "which is really
nothing more than a puppet for
China," still believes that

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.
It takes you about an hour to eat

'

.

a

nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you start your appetizer to the time
you ftnish your dessert, 417 people will
die from starvation.
You see, world population has
already out-grown world food supply.
Every 8.6 <>econds someone in an
undcr·devclopcdcountty dies as a result
of illness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417
deaths every hour. 10,000 deaths
every day. Most of them children.
And that's just a taste of things. to
come. Experts predict that tens of mil·
lions-even hundreds of millions-will
die from famine in the years ahead
unless something is done about it.

•

What can we do about it? Two
things. We can try to increase the food
supply. And we can try to check the
growth of population.
Some progress has been made in
increasing food supply. But not nearly
enough has been done in reducing
population growth.
A crash program is needed to control
population growth in the hungry, overpopulated areas of the world. And it
must begin now. While there is still time.
A White House panel has recom·
mended that the United States Gov·
ernment spend at least $100 million a
year on family planning help to under·
developed nations. (That's only a tiny
fraction of the $15 ~ we've

already spent on our Food for Peace
Program.)
There's a lot at stake. Not only the
lives of the starving people of the
world. But our lives. And the lives of
our chilurcn. A_ hung£>: world C.!!!!
never be a peaceful W9EQ·
.
Take a few minutes to wire, write
or telephone anyone in Washin11ton
you think might be helpful. Urge the
speeding up of Government action in
the population emergency. And write
us for more information and ideas on
how you can help.
We must act now. The longer we
wait, the more people will die from
starvation. That's something to think
about over dinner tonight.

CAMPAIGN TO CHECK THE POPULATiON EXPLOSION
EMERSON FOOTE, CHAIRMAN

EUGENE BLACK, former head. World Bank
DR. DETLBV DRONK, former President,
Rockefeller University
HAROLD W. BOSTROM, Vice President,
UOP Transportation Equipment Group
MRS. ALBERT D. LASKER
DR. HAROLD C. UREY, Nobel Laureate
FRANK W. ABRAMS, former Cllalnnan,
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
THURMAN W. ARNOLD,
former Assistant U.S. Attorney Ocncrat
THOMAS D. CABOT, Chairman,
Cabot Corporation
JOHN COWLES, Chairman
Minneapolis Siar and Tribune
OliNERAL WILLIAM H. DRAPER. JR.,
former Ambassador to NATO
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MARRINER S. ECCLES1 former Chairman,
Federal Reserve Bonra
HENRY C. FLOWER, JR.,
former Vice Chairman,
J. Walter Thompson CO.
DR. PHILIP M. HAUSER,

University of Chicago

JOSEPH WOOD KRUTCH, Author
MilS. CORDELIA S. MAY, Laurel Foundation
FOWLER McCORMICK, (ormer Chairman,
, Inlernational Harvester Co.
HUOH MOORE, Founder, Dhdc Cup Company
ALLAN NllVINS President,
American Academy of Arts & Letter!
· OR. REINHOLD NIEBUHR, Professorllmerilus,
Union Theological Seminary

"political power comes from the
barrel of a gun."
He explained that the war
could be concluded today with a
smaller force, from United St.ates.
"A blockade would close
Haiphong Harbor and end the war
in a very short time," he said,
"I'm in support of keeping the
South free."
Lyon said the North
Vietnamese and their Chinese
allies believe they can go on
fighting the war for generations.
"They believe they can force a
compromise," he said. "Nothing is
going to stop the "North but
military action."

TWO
LOCATIONS
435 San Mateo NE
look for

th~

orange bldg.

Hoffmantown Shopping
Center
Tapes from

$1.00 to $5.77

Lyon added that any aggressive
military action ·on behalf of the
United States should be done in
the name of the Saigon
government.
He noted that, "only military
action resolves war." Commenting
on the Paris peace talks he said
that the peace tables were only
for the tabulation of the score
after the fighting has ended. The
North knows they can't win a
military victory. So they are now
trying to win at the peace table
what they couldn't win on the
;.:.:__
battlefield."

____

Speech Convention
Professors Gerald Goldhaber,
Robert Dick and Wayne Eubank
will be in Portland, Ore. Nov.
23-25 to deliver papers to the
Western State Speech Association
convention.
:,.;.::--,----,,---

Student Lonns

Students who need money to
go to school and have an annual
income of less than $15,000 may
now apply for the state sponsored
loan program. Applications for
the loans are available at the
Student. Aids Offict•. Deadlint• for
tumin~ the applicatio11s for the
~!'comJ st•mt•~t,•r is DN·. 1.
.

256-7241
SankAmericard/ Master Charge

No. 52

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Pho11e (505.)
277·4102, 277·4202
The New Mexico Lobo is
published dally every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications o(t the
Associated Students o
the
University of New Mexico, and Is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albliquerque, New Mexico.
87106. Subscription rate Is $7 for '
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo are
thoae of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion Is tha:t of the
editorial board of The Lobo:
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alcoholism. Partially financed by
the NCA, the RCAS publishes its
findings in a continuing series
entitled "Popular Pamphlets on
Alcohol Problems."
Almost every major organ
responds to alcohol says the third
booklet in the series, "How
Alcohol Affects the Body," but
the overall effects are not. as
damaging as the use of
barbiturates or amphetamines.
Very heavy drinkers, says the
RCAS, have a chronic
inflammation of the stomach
lining, Although alcohol may not
actually damage the heart, people
with heart disease are always
endangered when they consume
any such beverage. Despite the old
notion, alcohol is not particularly
damaging to the kidneys, however
it does increase urinary activity.
The liver, says the RCAS, plays a
leading role in handling alcohol in
the body by detoxifying it into
rather harmless materials. But
prolonged heavy drinking may
lead to a serious liver disease-just
one of many medical
complications of alcoholism.
"Actually, drinking alcoholic
beverages cannot damage the sex
glands or the seed cells," says the
RCAS. "Even in severe
drunkenness, the alcohol strength
that 1·eaches the glands or seed
cells is not likely to be as much as
one· half of one percent. Yet if an
alcohol solution of one percent

were applied to those tissues and
cells, they would not be harmed.
Thus the old notions about
children of drunken parents being
born defective can be cast aside,
together with the idea that
alcohol can directly irritate and
injure the sex glands."
Linked to Sex
A study on average 35 to 55
year·old mal(; drinkers was made
by the Reproductive Biology
Research Foundation in St. Louis
which linked sexual inadequacy
with drinking in its report.
"Afler an episode of excessive
drinking, temporary erectile
failure resulting solely from the
effect of alcohol triggers the fear
of continued failure" which, the
report says, induces psychic
trauma.
The amount of alcohol
affecting the brain of an average
man, says the RCAS, ranges from
.05 to .5 percent. Less than three
ounces of lOO·proof whisky is
equal to .05 percent alochol (five
parts in 10,000) in the
bloodstream and this only begins
to slow the brain's capacity to
respond. After an average man,
however, swallows a quart of
whiskey and alcohol in the blood
approaches 50 parts in 10,000, he
falls in a deep coma and is in
serious danger of daying. As the
alcohol content nears one percent,
the brain becomes paralyzed and
death will probably follow.

"As tlw alcohol eirculatPs in
the body, it is used up (oxidized)
in the same way as food. A man
of average height can ordinarily
use up the amount of alcohol in
about one ounce of whiskey in an
hour. This produces energy which
the body can use for its needs.
The body, then, is working all the
time to destroy the alcohol,
converting it to harmless
materials," reports !.he RCAS.
''But the body can thus oxidize
only a limited amount of alcohol
in any given time ... The umount
which accumulates," states the
RCAS," causes the disturbance in
the work of the brain, .. "
The fact pure alcohol has a
drying affect is true but cannot be
applied to explain the thirst felt in
a hang-over. Experiments in he
RCAS laboratories did not show a
withdrawal of water but .rather a
shift in its position.
"Inside the cells the amount
changes with the intake of fluids
or the output or urine and sweat.
When the water in the cells is
reduced, thirst is felt, After a man
drinks a large amount of alcohol,
water moves from inside his cells
to the spaces about them. This
causes the feeling of thirst even.
t.hough the whole body has. not
lost water," concludes the RCAS.
One c<>l'tainly does not have to be
an alcoholic, however, to
experience "the cotton-mouth"
effect of a hangover.
·
"

WE'VE MOVED

Come see us in our
NEW LOCATION. • •
in the Student Union Basement
adiacent to the Book Store

MORE SPACIOUS!
Tuesday, December 1st

FREE ECOLOGY PIN
To The First 500 visitors

New Mexico Lobo

Vol. 74
Co 111 pl c. I e l'ecord i /If/, J'I'J!({{J•
and ilu:tallation faciliti<~.~.
Thowwnds of tapeil to
choose from. Li.~trm
before you buy!

Although Maryland rl.!mained in
the Union during the Civil War,
Baltimore was strongly
pro-Confederate, and in 1861,
mobs in thl.! city attacked U11ion
troops.

one of every four mentally
disturbed Americans is an
alcoholic and they account for 50
percent of all first admissions to
mental institutions. Of the
nation's suicides, 33 percent were
known alcoholics and yet mental
disturbances caused by alcoholism
are not confined to the alcoholic
himself.
"Alcoholism disrupts the home,
affecting an average of four family
members ... "says the NCA in a
pamphlet entitled "The
Alcoholic." "The problem
drinker's failure as parent warps
his children's future relationships
with the community and the
world; between 30 and 40 percent
of delinquent youths come from
alcoholic homes."
Business Affected
Many large businesses, such as
Allis·Chalmers, have sought out
the pote11tial alcoholic employes
and rehabilitated them before
mistakes could be made. Three
million alcoholic workers cost at
least $4 billion annually, says the
NCA, through absenteeism, sick
leave, wasted time and materials,
and accidents. Alcoholic
executives also cost their
companies millions by making
wrong decisions and general
inefficiency.
The Rutgers Center of Alcohol
Studies (RCAS) has been
genl.!rally accepted as a major
rl.!search foundation on

l(

LIVING BATCH
LIMITED

Display the green flag of ecology as a symbol of
your commitment and as a pledge to act.

1

~

Books & Periodicals
2406 Centra I SE
New Maaazine Rack
Recently Constructed;
Otherwise thinas
1•emain the same.

AMERICAN BANK OF COMMERCE
OPEN EVENINGS

Monday, November 23, 1970

Third Md Central NW I Albuquerque SU11port I The University of New ""'"ico I Free Parking I Bank by Mail
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The question immediately arises, are these two stuoents in the
language lab learning to play cards in Spanish, or trying to lea~n
Spanish and play cards at the same time. It looks like tucked away m
an obscure corner of the language lab in Ortega Hall are some
students in the lower division courses who have found a way to beat
the assigned lab time problem.

Your Deal

I

CAMPUS BRIEF§

J

SEA

Students for Environmental
Action
will
hold
a
rap-organizational
meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 24 at 7:30 p.m. at
'the Ecology Information Center

MOUNTAIN

CHALET

•GERRY

•NORTH
FACE

•ALP SPORT
•Climbing&
camping
equipment
•Cross
Country Skis
•:OownSki
Jackets
•Down Ski
• Mit,tens

at 1417 Central SE.
SEA has started a project to
recycle
alumninum
cans.
Alumninum cans (the
ones
without the seams on the sides or
bottom) may be deposited at the
Ecology Information Center or at
116 Columbia SE.
For
further
information,
contact
Bill
Pope,
SEA
co-chairman, at 344-4651.

'American Empire'
John Swomley, former director
of the National Council Against
Conscription and national board
member of the ACLU will speak
Tuesday, Nov. 24.
Swomley
will
speak
on
"American Empire: The Political
Ethics of Twentieth Century
Conquest" in the University
Methodist Church (Fellowship
Hall), Yale and Silver SE.

Open House
An open house for
Albuquerque Public Schools
(APS) teachers will be held
Monday evening from 7 : 30 to 9 in

UNM's Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology.
Discussions between teachers
and museum guides will cover
getting the best use from a school
trip to the museum.
About 20,000 school children
will be included in groups visiting
the museum this school year,
Jerry Brody, museum curator,
says.

Courteous service with
a complete line of momz,..
ta.ineering gear.
1406 Eubank NE
298-4296

ATTENTION CLASSES

of '72 '71 '70 '69 '68 '67
IT'S "RING DAY"
MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY NOV. 23-24-25
BILL ROHDE, FACTORY SAlES REPRESENTATIVE FROM JOHN ROBERTS
WILL BE
IN TOWN TO HELP YOU MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS.

ORDER NOW!
fOR
THE MOST
RESPECTED
SYMBOL OF
YOUR
EDUCATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT

ALUMS,

®

This is your chance to get
that CLASS RING you
always wanted!

UNM

~ c/o£n ~o/e/<I{J

visitor's parking lot west of
Johnson Gym as the site of the
park. A final design for the park
has not been approved, however.
Andrews said he planned the
April celebration as "an
earth-oriented sort of thing, more
in sympathy with nature."
The rest of this semester will be
used by the Student Park
Committee to organize and gather
materials for the park.
He IS also seekmg student ideas
for a sculptural element for the
People's Park.
Students interested in a
sculptural element should also
consider ASUNM's limited
budget, the wealth o. f materials
wasted, dumped or free for the
asking and the fact the park will
be a public area of campus, he
added.
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If you decided to skip
"Fantasia" because: 1) you saw it
when you were ·eight and it
couldn't possibly appeal to your
mature tastes now; 2) it's based
on classical music and you're too
hip to get into that ancient stuff;
3) all the heads are getting wiped
out and tripping on it and you
don't want to go see a psychedelic
movie; 4) it's 30 years old and
must be primitive by today's

standards; 5) any other
reason-you're dead wrong.
"Fantasia," playing at the Lobo
Theatre, is an artistic achievement
of truly universal appeal. I can't
think of anyone who wouldn't
enjoy it unless there is someone
who has absolutely no
appreciation for any kind of
beauty. Different people see it for
different reasons, certainly; but
because virtually everyone can
enjoy it, it deserves all the praise
it's been getting for the last 30
years.
There is no dialog except for a
few comments from the late
f~med music critic Deems Taylor,
so it has international appeal, and
has, in fact, been seen all over the
world. The music is taken from
Bach, Tchaikovsky, Stravinsky
and ranges from "Ava Maria" to
"Night on Bald Mountain "-again,
internationally known and
wide-ranging works chosen to
appeal to all taste!l and emotions.
Although the medium is

Japanese Clinic Director
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SANDWICH SHOP

"-'--=--'tIS HERE AS OF NOV. I
25+Differenf Sandwiches
.OPEN
Mon.-Sat. 11 A.M.-3 AM.
Sun. 11 A.M.-1 A.M.

1600 Centra I SE
2312 Central

Universal Appeal Brought
To Screen by Fantasia

Survivors March on Dacca

its basis is, thebetterthenavel,said
Yoshikazu Nagumo, a Japanese
specialist whose operations center
on the bellybutton. His job, he
says, is to make the bellybutton
beautiful.
Nagumo is the director of the
Nagumo clinic in the western part
of Tokyo_
Heclaimstobetheworld'smost
authoritative source on navel
operations, a fad that is sweeping
Japan in part because Japanese
women, usually conservative in
dress, finally have accepted the
bikini.
Nagumo got his start about 10
yearsagoona"jutted"navel,one
that
was
swollen
h
b
f h to ' an outside
s ape ecause o a erma.
"About a decade ago I met with
a girl Who was about to be married
but who had a jutted navel. I neve;
heard of a navel operation at the

An hour and a half later, he
emerged from the operating room,
dripping with sweat. He recalls: "It
(tlJe operation) could not have
been called a success, rather the
interim between success and
failure,"
But like Archimedes, who
discovered the I a w of
displacement while idling in his
bathtub, Nagumo knew he was on
to something.
Now, 10 years and 3000 navel
operations later, the doctor has the
operation down flat, so to speak,
and he can complete the job in five
minutes. The hitch is that patients
havetospenduptotwoweeksin
the hospital for post-operative
care.
Fees range from about $80 to
$150.
Asked what he does to the navel
during the operation, Nagumo,
who is 42 and claims to have a
perfect navel himself, replied:
"I make it deep-set and shape it
like an almond and situate it as near
the waistline as possible,"
He said Japanese women are
much more conscious of their
navels than western women. "That
might be one reason why my
business has been thriving these
days," he said.
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animation-cartoons-and children
have loved "Fantasia" as they
have other Disney films, Disney
·did not cater exclusively to
children when he made this.
Leopold Stokowski was the main
consultant for choosing the music
to be used, and he conducted the
103-man Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestra in recording it. The
"centaurettes" in the "Pastoral
Symphony" have dainty breasts;
the characters in, "Dance of The

•

FUN

Hours" perform actual ballet
movements; the demons and
monsters m "Night on Bald
Mountain" are truly evil and
depraved in their appearance-it's
obvious Disney wanted to make
no concessions for children in this
film that would bring it down to
only a child's level. It is not just a
cartoon that adults can enjoy for
its "cuteness," but rather a
mature, tasteful work which must
be classified as a work of art
(except by those snobs who will
invent excluding definitions
because of an understandable bias
against the medium of
"cartoons.")
With Walt Disney gone from
the scene, it will probably be
years, if ever again, that such
genius is brought to animation,
''Fantasia" was not just·a fluke, to
be sure; it took Disney over four
years, more than 60 animators
under the guidance of 11
directors, 30 artists just to make
background paintings, story
developers, researchers, character
designers, special effects experts,
inkers, painters-altogethl•r, more
than a million separate drawings

A limited number of top
students in the School of Business
and Administrative Sciences
(B&AS) will be able to work for
money and academic credit at the
same time this year.
Ralph Edgel, coordinator of
graduate studies for B&AS,
announced that the school has
established an internship program
for interested senior and graduate
students.
Graduate students and seniors
in B&AS who are graduating in
February or June and planning to
pursue • a master of business
administration degree at UNM arl'
eligible for the program.
The internships provided not
only part-time work during the
school year and full-time work
during the summer, but a learning
process in which approximately
20 percent of the intern's time
will be spent in meaningful
managerial decision making
processes.
An intern may earn up to three
hours of academic credit per
semester in addition to what he
earns in regular class work. Six
hours is the maximum a student
may earn in the program.
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and more than 1000 people went
into the making of the movie. An
incredible achievement for 1940,
but then those were the days of
the film extravaganza and
mammoth budgets, and the end of
those days may mean there will
never be another "Fantasia."
Many expect a 30-year-old film
to show the signs of its age-dull
color dated characters, corny
acti~ns. But "Fantasia" is
absolutely timeless, technically
and in every other respect. I feel
quite safe in predicting it will
fascinate audiences for as long as
there is a copy to make the
theater rounds.
The current run at the Lobo
Theatre has drawn consistently
large crowds, according to
manager Blanche. Hatton. It's due
to end its run Tuesday, though.
If you've ever tripped out to
m usic-drug-induced or naturally
Iligh-you've got some idea of
what "Fantasia" is like. If you
1ike music if you like color, if
you can 'appreciate some_thing
because it is the ultimate
achievement in its field, you're
bound to be enchanted by this
classic.
Charles Andrews

Photo Lecture
The present museum director
for Deorge Eastman House in
Rochester, N.Y., Beaumont
Newhall, will lecture in the lower
gallery of the UNM Fine Arts
Museum today at 3 p.m.
Newhall is an internationally
recognized authority in the field
of the history of photography and
will speak in connection with a
current exhibition of historic
American pictures. The exhibit,
"Just Before the War", treats
urban America during the years
1935 to 1941 and is on loan from
the Library of Congress.
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Try Our GRINDERS - Fine

ltalraA gaRdt"llches
IIID Harvard S.E.
243-6369

FUN

lOc BEER
Every Wed. 5·6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

otymp1a

During the first year of the
program, about 12 ·top
undergraduate or graduate
st udcnts and a similar number of
businesses will be selected to
par iicipate.
Participating businesses will be
selected on advice of the B&AS
Advisory Council. Martin I.
Mondlick, an Albuquerque realtor
and visiting professor at UNM, is
acting as coordinator between the
School of Business and
Administrative Sciences and local
business participating in the
program. Students or businesses
who wish to participate in the
program may contact Mondlick at
the Sims building, Suite 1105.
Local businesses which will
participate in the initial program
are the Public Service Corporation
and Mountain Bell Telephone.

RestauRant
& loun(je
4110 Edith N.E.

Daily Specials
e

brc,kfmt
e lunch

e

donner

CjQ€€K

~

bJnneRs

appetizers • dinners
• salads
• desserts
3ervct: From

5 p.m. on

Also Steaks, Chops and
Seafood
Hours: Mon.-Thurs., 7 o.m.-8 p.m.
Fri. & Sot.. 7 a.m .• JO p.m.
344-4 J72 Cwner & chef John E. Athons

Popejoy

HaU

THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMliTEE

Present

"GREAT FU"! ABREEZY, BEGUILING COMEDY."
Too Prming Mana~ ~ny
presents

BARBARA

BRITTON
in

t"Fort~ Carats
The Uproarious B.roadway Hit.

Ad~pte~ ~ JAYAllfN
From aplay~ BARillfT an~ GRfDY
Staged ~y CHARlES MARYAN

COMPLETE TUXEDO RENTAL
Includes shirt, suspenders
cummerbund, handkerchief
studs, cufflinks, tie

Base~ upon ABf BURROWS staging of l~e original New Yorli proouc!rn

boutonniere

SundayXovember29-8:15 P.Af.
Ticlwts 5.50, 5.00,4.i0,4.00,3.50

$10.00
COAT AND TROUSERS

Students TV/Act.

$6.50

FUN
SIMON'S DOWNTOWN

Monday, November 23, 1970

Students may earn up to six
hours credit in history, literature
and language under the Oviedo
program.
"Courses are parallel to ones
here so there will be no questions
of credit transferring," Fernandez
explained.
"If the program is successful, it
could eventually be expanded into
a junior year abroad," he added.
Room and board will be
provided in modern dormitories
for about $250 for the session.
The Guadalajara program will
be under the direction of UNM
history professor Robert W. Kern.
Courses will be conducted in
Spanish but examinations may be
written in English, an
announcement for the program
reads.
Room, board and personal
expenses for the session will cost
about $200, Slavin estimated. Bus
transportation to Guadalajara is
about $25, he said.
.
Students interested in either
program should contact the Office
of International Services and
Programs, 1717 Roma NE, across
from the administration building.

at!lhors uf tliat ot!Jer comedy smaSh, Tactus Fhwerq

Central at Univer.ity

FUN

Oviedo is located, looked over the
university·· when he was there on
sabbatical leave last year.
Students interested in applying
for the Oviedo session must have
completed the equivalent of four
college semesters of Spanish. An
initial deposit of $50 is required
and will be non-refundable if the
student is accepted, Slavin said.
Both Fernandez and Slavin
stressed the importance of signing
up early for the Oviedo session to
take advantage of inexpensive
group flight rates to Madrid.
"Charter flight space is
available through membership in
the American Association of
teachers of Spanish and
Portuguese (AATSP). But in order
to qualify for these flights,
participants must become
members of the association at
least six months before departure
time," Slavin said. He urged
interested students to forward the
$4 membership fee to UNM's
International Office immediately.
AATSP flights leave New York
for Madrid on June 18, June 30
and July 6. The first two flights
return Aug. 25, and the third one
returns Aug. 20. Round trip is
$262.

Business Administration
Starts Intern Program

OKIE'S

Songfest
Campus organizations wishing
to participate in the annual Las
Campanas sponsored songfest
must turn in applications by
Monday, Nov. 30.
Applications may be picked up
in front of the ASUNM offices on
the second floor of the Union,
The program will be Dec. 13,
and each group will have seven
minutes and a two-song limit for
their presentation.

Hyacinth Hippo and partner
Ben Ali Gator dance
magnificently in "Fantasia," but
the real star is sorcerer's
apprentice M. Mouse (shown
below), in what many acclaim to
be his finest performance.

Fantasia

DACCA-Starving survivors of the cyclone and tidal waves that
devastated coastal areas of East Pakistan marched on the capital of
Dacca Sunday in search of food, water and shelter after despairing of
help ever coming to them.
A trickle of relief supplies has found its way into hands of survivors
in some of the more accessible of the afflicted areas but, 10 days after
the disaster struck, tons of relief materials were still sitting at Dacca
Spring Request Cards
airport and in four Red Cross warehouses.
The deadline for returning
A relief commission official explained why one shipment from
request cards for second semester Britain of outboard motors, inflatable rubbt>r rafts and boat oars that
registration appointments has arrived Saturday failed to move southward.
been extended to 5 p.m., Monday,
"We loaded this shipment on lorries last night but the Red Cross
Nov. 30. The Office of people didn't show up to take delivery so we unloaded the shipment,
Admissions and Records will be and we are still waiting for the Red Cross," he said.
closed for the Thanksgiving
Other supplies stacked on the airport tarmac include medicines,
holiday, Nov. 26-28. The previous blankets and powdt>red milk.
deadline was Nov. 28.
Four American helicopters joined the relief effort Sunday, making
food
drops over stricken areas. Unseasonably mild weather aided relief
Santa Ana Paving
The parking areas north of operations but further hastened decomposition of thousands of bodit's
Santa Ana Hall will be surfaced still lying unburied over vast stretches of paddy land. At least 153,000
persons were killed by official counts, and unofficial rt>ports put the
and bumpers put up for parking
toll as high as 1 million.
Monday, Nov. 23. Persons using
In one town on Bhola Island, survivors and relief workers coped
that lot regularly are asked to
park elsewhere while the lot is with the stench of rotting corpses by soaking pads of cloth in
perfumed hair tonic and holding them against their noses.
being surfaced.

UPlanningCommittee
Okays People's Park
April has been set as the date to
finish the ASUNM people's park
"with planting of trees and a
celebration for the advent of
spring," announced Gordon
Andrews, University landscape
architect, last week.
The campus Planning
Committee has approved fhe small

Premier Golda Meir's cabinet said Sunday Israel will not return to
the U.N.-supervised Middle East peace talks until certain conditions are
met, including an agreement to strengthen and extend the Suez Canal
cease-fire.
A leading Egyptian official, at the same time, said Egypt will never
agree to another extension of the current cease-fire which is scheduled
to expire on Feb. 5.
Addressing a political rally at the Nile delta town of Benha, Abdel
Mohsen Abdul Nour, secretary general of the Arab Socialist Union
(ASU), Egypt's only political party, said:
"We will never accept another extension of the cease-fire. We have
accepted one extension to prove to the world that we seek peace and
are not warmongers. We believe that only force can give us back our
rights, whether this is done by war or peacefully."
Nour also said Egypt had "benefited a good deal" from the
cease-fire-which first went into effect on Aug. 7-which "we used to
improve the training of the armed forces."
He also said Egyt, Libya and Sudan would maintain their separate
entities in their proposed federation but would have a unified army.
In Jerusalem, a spokesman said the Israeli cabinet unanimously
endorsed the position taken by Premier Meir in her address to
parliament last week in which sh!! said Israel will resume the peace
negotiations only when its conditions have been me,t.
Meir did not specify the conditions. But the Israeli cabinet said
"consolidation and extension" of the cease-fire with Egypt is one of
them.

UNM has approved six-week
summer sessions abroad at the
University of Oviedo in Spain and
the Autonomous University at
Guadalajara, Mexico.
The Oviedo session will run
from July 5 to Aug. 13, and the
Guadalajara session will run from
mid-June to the end of July.
Tuition for both programs is the
same as regular UNM summer
session tuition-$105 for residents
and $262.50 for non-residents.
The two programs are the first
sum mer sessions formally
sponsored by UNM outside the
United States other than UNM's
Andean Center in Quito, Ecuador,
which is operated year around,
said Gerald Slavin, director of
international services for UNM.
The Oviedo and Guadalajara
locations were chosen "because of
UNM's traditionally close ties to
Mexico and Spain by virtue of our
strong majors in these fields," he
added.
Pelayo Fernandez of UNM's
modern languages department will
direct the Oviedo program,
assisted by professors from the
university there. Fernandez, a
native of the northern Spanish
province of Asturias in which

Cards~Yf

Price

Tel. 277-3121
FIRST AND GOLD

247-4347
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Sun Devils Bruise Wo.lfpackw 33-21
Spagnola to Hill Passing Attack
Lifts Unbeaten ASU to Crown
By PAUL FLECK
and found Tom McBee in the
J.D. Hill's name could well be endzone. But offsetting penalties
J.D. Himalaya,
nullified the play and the Lobos
Hill was a mountainous foe to were deprived of their first score.
the Lobos as they were defeated
The drive ended after the
in their bid for the WAC Lobos had been moved back by
championship by the defending penalties and Joe Hartshome was
champion ASU Sun Devils, 33·21, short on a 48-yard field goal
Combining with ASU's dazzling attempt by inches.
quarterba_ck Joe Spagnola, Hill
The Lobo defense held tight
caught nme passes good for 185 and four plays later the Lobos
yards and two touchdowns, the were on the move again. This time
margin of victory. The senior pair they covered 62 yards in eight
complimented each other plays and succeeded in lighting up
beautifully, If Spagnola's pass was the scoreboard fir/it. Nate McCall,
a little off, Hill would come up running spectacularly in the initial
with the great catch. Spagnola quarter, got the TD on an eight
completed 17 of 25 attempts.
yard sweep. Hartshorne's
The 185 yards contributed to conver~ion gave the Lobos a 7-0
the Sun Devils passing total of lead. In the quarter McCall ran
313 yards. Together with a seven times for 89 yards.
bruising ground game totaling 289
Undaunted by the score,
yards, the Sun Devils came up Spagnola took his team to
with the yardage to send the midfield and then hit Hill for his
Lobos from Tempe a beaten team
first TD on a slant-in pass. Hill
both in score and physically,
' broke loose from the Lobo
In the first quarter it appeared defense after catching the short
as if the stage were set for an pass and scored from 45 yards
upset. The Lobos defense stopped away. Don Ekstrand's kick tied it
the Devils after a 39-yard drive. up.
The Devils had punted out of the
In the second quarter the Sun
endzone, and the Lobos took the Devils were d1·iving for another
ball from the 20 and moved it score. But fullback Brent
down field in the manner which McClanahan, diving over the goal
makes them second in the nation line trying to score, fumbled the
rusht !ng. Six plays later, with the ball into the air and Gaines
o P l on working to perfection, grabbed it on the three. It was
Rocky Long attempted his first rult>d an interception sinct> the
pass from the ASU 22-yard line ball never touched the ground.

But two plays later, trying to run
the option, Long was tackled in
the endzone for a safety.
The situation set up the next
score. Jay Morrison ptmted on the
ensuing free kick and Steve
Holden ran it back across midfieid
to the 43. On the very next play,
Spagnola hit Hill down the left
sideline and Hill made a great
catch for the score and a 16·7
ASU lead.
The Lobes's attack completely
bogged down under the ASU
pressure in the second quarter and
the Devils scored again to give
. them a halftime lead of 23·7.
The Lobos roared back
following intermission and
marched 68 yards in only seven
plays to score, and Lobos fans
thought the tide might be turning.
But the Arizona Star offensive
machine was just too awesome to
be contained. Mixing passes and
his running game with his famous
skill, Spagnola chipped away the
yardage for two third·q uarter
sc.ores- a 22-yard field goal by
Ekstrand and a 17 ·yard run up the
middle by Momoe Eley,
All the while the hard-hitting
Sun Devils were taking their toll
of Lobo 'players .•Jay Monison was
sent to the hospital in tlw first
half with a fractured jaw, thus
leaving the overworked secondary
without one of its best dt>fenders
and tlw team without its rl'gular
puntl'r.
Also tight end Mike Carpl'nter
was sidelined for the second half
with a badly buised hip, and Fred
Henry reinjured his hip. Hemy
suffered a hip pointed and could
not perform up to par in the
entire game. He sat out the entire
fourth quarter.
The tired Wolfpack played their
hearts out in the final quarter
trying to get back into the game.
Hampered by their injuries, the
Lobos managed to stop ASU
drives twice deep in their own
territory.
The secondary helped out with
two interceptions, one by Dennis
Timpe and another by Bob
Gaines, The next play after
Timpe's interception, the Lobos
fumbled and the fatigued defense
was sent out again. They again
stopped the drive, but a fine punt
by Jim McCann left the Lobos
with their backs against the wall
at the five-yard line.
Another exchange and the
Lo bos finally got a drive
mounted. With but 2:26
remaining in the game, Scarber
burst over tackle for 27 yards and
his seco.nd TD of the day. The
score made it 33·21 and gave
Scarber the school scoring record
of 7 8 points, eclipsing the
previous record of 74 set by Don

WAC Roundup ...

.

Four Conference Teams Defeated

'-""~'~~~""~:~~

Two championships were
decided in last week's WAC
football schedule. ASU became
the WAC Champions for the
second year in a row by defeating
New Mexico 33-21, and Lobo
newswriter Don Burge and Mike
Blake captured the "Lobo
Foreboder Award" for having the
best prediction record of the
Lobo prognosticators, with a
43·10 record.
A defensive battle in Salt Lake
City was won by Utah 14-13 over
a BYU team that was rated as a
two touchdown underdog. Dave
Walker, a defensive halfback for
Utah was the hero of the
afternoon as he scored twice for
the Redskins on a 46-yard
interception return and a 85-yard
punt return to overcome the

Cougars early lead,
BYU opened the game by
grabbing a ten point lead as the
'first quarter closed. Ted Nelson
recovered a blocked Utah punt on
the Redskin 35-yard line to flet up
the first Cougar score. Eight plays
later tailback Pete Van
Valkenberg scored from the one
to give the Cougars a seven point
advantage. The lead increased to
ten as Joe Liljenquist added a
26-yard field goal after BYU
capitalized on a Utah fumble on
the Redskins 16-yard line.
Walker started his heroics in the
second quarter when he raced
46-yards with an interception to
cut BYU's lead to 10·7. Just
before the half ended Liljenquist
kicked his second field goal to
increase the Cougar lead to 13.7.
In the third quarter Walker
returned a Cougar punt 85-yards

'Pups Trounce Mexico
The UNM Wolfpups closed
their season by racking up a ·19·20
victory over the University of
M<>xico SaLurduy aftemoon at
Uniwrsity stadium,
The 'Pups displayed a balanced
attack as they scored in every
quarter but the last, compiling
·11 0 yards total offt~nst~.
UNM scored the first time thev
h~1d llw ball as tlwv moved 5:1
yards in seven piays. Frosh
quarterback Larry Eckl
highlighted the drive by tossing
the first of Um~" TD passes, this
one to split end Gary Schneidet·.
Mike Young kicked the first of
seven straight extra points and th~
Wolfpups were alwad to stay.
The 'Pups eapitalized on a
blocked punt on the Mexico six to
score again. Eekl carried the ball
ovt>r from the one.
Mexico's lone score in the first
half camt> on a 95-yard drive with
the score coming on a 31-yard
pass from Mario Verduzco to J.L.
Luna. A two·point conversion
attempt failed, and the 'Pups led
at the end of the first quarter
14·6.
The second quarter was the
turning point of the game. The
'Pups scored three touchdowns to
carry a 35·6 lend into the locker

E. J. ll.nwr

Dennis Timpe returns a fourth quarter interception 44 yards.

Perkins.
winning strl'ak to 15 games and
The Lobos got thl' ball once gave them Uwir st•cond straight
more and in a valiant attempt to WAC football championship,
score again, moved down lo lhc
The Lobos maintained their
ASU 19 yard line before Long second • in · the • nation ranking
threw an interception with two in rushing with a 369 yard total,
seconds showing on the clock,
and added to their total offense
The win extended ASU's with 55 yards passing.
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Conference Standings
Conference
W
L
Pet.

All

W

L

Pet.
$CASH$

Arizona State
6
0
1.000
9
0
1.000
New Mexico
5
1
.833
7
3
. 700
Utah
4
2
.667
6
4
.600
Texas-El Paso
4
3
.571
6
.4
.600
Arizona
2
3
.400
4
5
.445
Colorado State
1
3
.250
4
7
.364
Brigh~ Young
1
6
.143
3
8
.273
Wyommg
.
1
6
.143
1
9
.100
One conference game remains. Arizona State meets Arizona in Tucson
Dec. 5.
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WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plll!lmn Donors Needed I

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Central N.E.
T\lls.·Sot. 8·5

room at halftime.
The
Eckl·Sehneider
combination accounted for six
mon• points on a six yard TD pass
to cap a 75-yard drive.
A Mexico fumble recovered by
the 'Pups at th<> Puma 30 set up
the second score of the quartt•r,
Halfback John Brooks broke off
tackle fm· the final 18-yards for
the touchdown.
The final score bt•fore the half
came on a 91-yard dl'ive
highlighted by a 66-yard TD pass
from Eckl to Paul Labarere as the
gun sounded,
New Mexico scored twice in the
third quarter to complete the final
score for the Pups. A halfback
pass from Dave Titus to John
Brooks, and a three-yard run by
Brooks capped the victory for the
'Pups.
A halfback pass from J .L. Luna
and a three-yard run by Santiago
Lugo cut the 'Pups lead •19·20
before the game ended.

for the !'ina! Redskin score to give
Utah the victory.
In Tucson, Arizona, everything
went as predicted. Arizona
quarterback Bill Demory threw
three touchdown passes to Charlie
McKee as he Jed the University of
Arizona to a 38·12 win over
Wyoming.
Demory completed TD passes
of ten, 18 and 49-yards to give the
Wildcats a 21-0 halftime lead.
Wyoming rallied shortly at the
start of the third quarter as
sophomore quarterback Greg
Gagne completed five of six
passes, t~e last for a touchdown,
to cut Anzona's lead to 21·6.
Two touchdowns and a field
goal in the second half gave the
Wildcats 17 more points and their
largest score of the year. Wyoming
finishes its poorest season since
1946 with a 1·9 record while
Arizona is 4-5 with one game left.
Andy Garmezy was the only
one of the Lobo predictors to bite
the dust in the CSU vs. Toledo
game. Garmezy picked the WAC
school over Toledo and felt the
consequences as Toledo ran their
win streak to 22 games as they

beat CSU 24·14.
The four Lobo predictors end
The only scoring in the first the season with a combined
half came when Toledo took the record of 160-62 for a .720
opening kickoff and mm·ched percentage, Tonight at 5 p.m. the
68-yards in nine plays for the TD. "Lobo Foreboder Award" will be
Toledo quarterback Chuck Ealy presented to Burge-Blake. Rumors
capped the drive with a 23-yard in The Lobo office are that
touchdown run.
Burge·Blake will leave The Lobo
The Rockets opened the third to join Jeanne Dixon on the
quarter by again marching for a national scene.
TD. Led by Easley's running and
passing the rockets moved
96-yards in 14 plays, with Tony
Harris going the last 24 for the
score. Tom Duncan added a
CLASSIFIED
35-yard field goal to his three
ADVERTISING
extra points to complete the
scoring for the Rockets.
f'-\TES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ( ~1.40) per time run. If ad ia to
Time ran out against CSU in
run five or mere consecutive days with
the final quarter after they had
no. change:s the rate is reduced to 6e
per word and the minimum nwnber af
cut Toledo's lead to ten points.
worW. to 10.
CSU's Larry McCutcheon had
TERl\IS: Payment mn•t be made in
both touchdowns for the Rams as
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
he scored on a three yard plunge
WHERE: J ournaliam Building. Room
and a five yard pass from Wayne
205, afternoons preferably or mnil.
Smith.
CIIIBSified AdverLising
CSU ends their season with a
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque,
N,l\1, 87106
4·7 record while Toledo finishes
11-0 for the second conseeuti"e
year. When asked why he chose 1)
PERSONALS
CSU over Toledo Garmezy Olt'rHODOX BAli' I FI'IRgSIDI~S. Moncommented, "Toledo who?".
day nights 8:16, 1601 'l'jjeras NE, Apt.
:.!G. Cull 2·i2.. 4f\3U for information. 11/23
ROOl\1 -~;:;.!
hnm·d with .a patio fot· a :;mnll poodh.•.
!'nil days ~42-7lll4. 12/1

.Jo:Limni. y r:A-IrY NI<:Ims

~1AJ<iii:._sANCHI·iz'AN'n.llioliaAN ,~~~;
tu thank Burrr(l for hi!l ('UttH.•rnt film nml
dh't'Ction. 11/13
Pitl~E--iltiPS,- A r~ic·~·~~-~~ll·)~~e,J:-·;; -,~;~\~
(1)1). ~·12·U~l2. 11 t2G
HAM. :m;r,:LoMASS !-Ili~ -A-,ion ·it
usmm ! Conrn·ntulationo. Sl!c yon in Columhin--Love ft·om Sally und r;innic
11,24
.•

ti--

ANYO~E 'VliO P:\ii)~ror iti;~~r.:~:·;70"~-~~]

&\J

who. hves in town should l'i<'1c np C'nch
f-i(lC!IOn and a c..•ovPr from rm. 20!l, J curnnhsm Bldg, hefore D<'<'. 1. llinihng rofunlls upon rC?que.·;t ~rivm in Hm. 20tt
12!1

L~

m:w'YF:A:iisl:N--Jiimdcoc1TYANn

ACAPULCO. uSJlcdal Htudort.<J Uatcn.rr
IJc.avc December 27. Call :l44·0:J45 • • •
243-4SGG •.• 3H-n~at. 12111
l'OE1'RY WANTED-for coopo;:;;il.:c nn·
tholo~ry. Inclwlc stamped onvolopo. Idlewild P.re-;,3j 1807 Ea'it ()JymJiir, I,oJ An~

gelcn, California 90021. 12/2
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must b~
in b;r 3 p.m. to run the following dny,

LOST & FOVND
I;:<iUND: ·SMALL bln~k Hc;;;!Iy d-og.-;:~rt
2)

P(.'kinC'se. Friendly with curly tail. CamJIUS

(@uartrr.s
11Jnuugr &
QJ:nuutry 1111-18-(@ur

vicinity. Call 277-4202 nrtct• 5. 11/25
FOUND:l!LACK-nilltMED suJl!lins,os i~
multi-colored ens('. Claim in rm. 205
Journalism Rldrr. 11/25
'

r.iisPLACED on.sioLiiN--~i; oi
ehC'.Ull J.~o1d wire frnmc gla~:;S('S in h1ack

c-atJe. Don't W<.lar them-tlwy will ruin
your (>Y('-1. Gall277 ..:1167.... /23
1-'0UND~~.;,nll -bro\;;,· t;,';rlcr mut't~~ilh
Ju~nt (lar nnU no ro11ar. Very uhy nnd
• frJendly. llu!J Harvard SE:. 11/25
WALLI~T AND CHgcK BOOK- J.;,t,-;.;:
wnrd: Need 1D's. Call 2GG-5070 for
Gordon, 11/30

1916 CENTRAL NE

905 Yale SE
A Great Place to Eat

OPEN
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

and Drink, what more
can we say?

LOf?T: GOLD enrrlng. CnU . 877-~su-;;;.,:
nmrrs. Lost November 12th. 11/30
THUlltDER who ripped off sunglnsses rcttl~~):l'a 325C Wnyne I!d. NW• .No hassles.

11:00 a.m.

2 P.M.-5 P.M. everyday

to

Thanksgiving Specials

II :00

p.m.

I

FOUND Gr<'y sweater with red- trim size
~0 .. Name tafr of Patricia Linskey
ms1de. Cata1ma S\Veatcr. Fount! in Casn
del Sol. Ask Cnshier. 11/23

;ewn

I

I

l
I

i

3)

CLA§§!FlED
ADVERrfi§KNG

d)

FORRENT

ROOM & BOARD fo-r~fem-n71e~.-:P::-r::-iv-n::-tc-b:-e--,-d·
room-bathroom, $150. 296-6832. 11/25

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

5)

FORSALE

1960 VW CONVER:::-T=IIl:::L:-:E::,,-:S:::3-:50:-.-c00-or best
offer. nuns ok. R42-1R42. 12/1
NE~ DAMAGED coii-PONENTSETS
Wlth Garrard rhnnner, nmplifier> and !our

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

:I
I

SERVICES

W AlfT TO READ three times faster?
RaJSe grndes? Cut study time? EVELYN
WOOD READING DYNAMICS.

.speaker Bystem. $59,ur; eacl1. Also uqcd

ronsoles, solid state with HSR r"hnnger

nnd four SPC'nlcer systcm.__S5H.m; flaeh.

1Terms nvailaltlel. UNJTIW I•'REIG!t'f

s,A,LJ•:s. 3920. San l\!atea Nr>. 9~1 Mon.I• rz. Sat. unt1l ft. 11/2!-}

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

HNAus:w-w;.- n<JOTB -- ·i ~,-: ·;.1;;;: -~~;:

CLASSIFICATIONS:

l~lfill C~ORVAlR, fou;d;,or,= S250 ~-;-~fft•r

'

lrNc'. S9ii, 2IGA Stnnforf] SF:.

I. Persona Is

5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

t"aH 2!HI ..!JG3R nftt'r G. 11-"·23

3 Services

•

J.'l!N 1-'AL(;CJN S'l'A'l'ION-\VAGON- 1~6'!
Cic~or\ rmaliqr.n \vith ~~tandard 'trnll;,:
lllJ~~lOnt radw. lwat('l'. S:H:;~ ~.j4 .. fi~F2
11/2~
.

4. For Rent

7. Miscellaneous

1!170 HONDA --~·14!;0 -{'~~(•llt;~t ('nndition·~~.:
ktoct,. SHOO or b~;t niTPt'. Ctt11 At nt !Hil3~

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING _ __

7n7n. 11 /:!3

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

l!lr>i TRTUJ\ll'll nJ.:iiALD co~vcrtibj;;.

fi6,000 mil~. $395.00. ~·i:J-237!1. 11123
•
S15--;;{.~ 44lW;oming NE. 255-5DR7, 12/11

usgr)-TV's_:_all ;~:;.l~s:
H

N~:\V
ZA~-HC'wing Marhine~~ witlt
f!lll fnclory gun.rnnt('(', Nntionnlly nd·vcr..
f-11-~Cd hrn11d t() he HOJd fur $:li) ~ach.
Monthly Jlayrnent.'.; availnbh.•, Th~c nm..
<"hin~ tntty be inflprt•tcd in wart•hom'1P at

ZiG

UNITED FH!~IGHT HALI•:s, 3920 S:m
Mntco Ng. 9..fl lim1.-Fri. Snt. until G.

6)
.

'

-~~::.f,

..

..

,

I

'

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

.-'f.·'·>,'-;

ASU's Joe Spagnola runs around end but is brought down by Lobo Herman Fredenburg
Winter (66) tries to get in on the action and J.D. Hill (20) lookS' for someone to- block.
.'
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Cliff Archer f63) pul~s down ASU speedster Monroe Eley after a
slant off tackle m the thtrd quarter.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

I
I

i

PLACED

BY ___________

EMPLOYMENT

HIGHER EDUC;;A-;;T;;;I::;O~N;-;-;S;:E~C;;;O:::N:::D::-A:cR::-Y:::
ImUCATION; SOCIAL-EGONOMIO DE·
VELOPl\IENT. Dircctorie.• of Positions.
New, innovative appronch. Effective.
Write: Intercept/Sociocom, Harvard
Square P.O., Box 317, Cambridge, Mass.
02138, Call: ( 617 868-4150. 11/23
NEED EXTRA CASH for Christmas? Full
or Part-time wor]( nvailnble :for girts with
pleasant Voices and who Hke talking on
phone. Cnll 243-5422. 11/30

I

7)

I

FREE-male kittens, absolutely black. Half
Siamese, green eyes. 299-9614. ll/30

(

li

Monday, November 23, 1970

MISCELLANEOUS
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Bema
By PETER HARTLEY
I conceive an Independent Study
Degree (ISD) as a degree which
requires no course work whatever,
and which probably deals with a
topic outside the framework of
conventional disciplines. I say
"probably'' because as long as the
conventional departments require
courses, some people whose interests
coincide with a purview of a
department would pursue an ISD
merely to escape the artificiality of
course work.
There should be three IS degrees:
Doctor of Philosphy in University
Studies
(PhDUS),
Master
of
University Studies (MUS) and
Bachelor of University Studies
(BUS). The BUS degree now exists,
but although it frees the student.
from the limitations of the major, it
retains course work, and does little
good for the student who has a
substantial interest in a subject not
covered by courses, and who finds
the present independent study
"courses"
too
skimpy
and
fragmentary.
Courses operate on the principle
that knowledge can be quantified
into credit-hour chunks and that it
can be accumulated as in a heap by
piling up enough of those chunks. To
many of us, that is a stifling and
destructive principle. Therefore, even
if every conceivable topic were
covered by courses, an alternative to
measuring knowledge by credit-hours
would be worth exploring. As it is,
vast areas are n6t' covered at all. The
answer is not to elaborate further the
already cumbrous and ill-conceived
machinery we have, but to go in a
new direction.
I propose that a student who
wants to earn an IS degree by
completing an individually conceived
program of learning be able to do so
by finding a nnnimum of three
faculty members who agree to work
with him, and by then satisfying
them that he ought to have the
degree. The student should be able
to change his committee at any time.
The student should still be able to
take at his own discretion any course
he is competent to take, and since
many students might wish to pursue
less
ambitious
independent
programs, it should be possible for a
student to make arrangements term
by term, year by year, or any way up
to and including a complete program
of study for a degree. For purposes
of this proposal the term "faculty"
should include teaching assistants,
with a proviso that at least one
member of a student's IS committee
be a faculty member other than a
TA.
Instead of recording courses and
grades, the transcript of a student
pursuing an IS degree would be a real
description of work done, together
with faculty comments. A detailed
record would insure that the IS
degree would not be an evasion of
real achievement, as some might fear.
On the contrary, the ordinary degree
would be the evasion. The ordinary
transcript is extrmely vague, evading
any meaningful assessment. The
existence of a detailed record and
evaluation, signed by the faculty,
would make the faculty careful not
to direct what they are not
competent to judge, thus allaying
another possible fear.
Right
now
the
high
student-faculty
ratio
precludes
immediate creation of IS degrees on

stimulating
ad
hoc
seminars
organized from time to time, and a
feeling of equality and creative
fellowship growing between ,the
faculty and the doctoral students.
I know I have not solved all
problems. We need some brokerage
procedure to facilitate the meeting
of students and faculty with
common interests outside the course
catalogue. If there are to be master's
and bachelor's IS degrees, there
probably should be a core of faculty

the master 1s and bachelor's levels.
However, there is no reason why an
IS degree could not. instantly begin
on the doctoral level. No previous
degrees should be required, but each
study proposal should be judged on
its own merits.
Furthermore, the departments
themselves should stop requiring
course work from the PhD. Let's
allow our doctoral students to escape
from 'high school at last. I think the
departments would find many

devoted full-time to such degrees.
There should be some compensation
for regular faculty who devote
themselves at all to such degrees.
Finally, the library would have to be
greatly inproved. That's really the
essence of my proposal-have a very.
good library, and let students gain
knowl!'!dge from whatever source
enthusiasm takes them to.
Further details on my proposal are
available in the Graduate Student
Association office in the Union.
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Scranton Report Prompts Prof's Research Project
Spurred by the Scranton Report on campus
unrest, UNM speech Professor Gerald Goldhaber
is heading research to find out what channels of
communication exist "on and off paper" between
students and faculty and students and the
administration.
Goldhaber said the research and evaluation is
part of an independent study he began in
September. He said the Scranton report related
campus violence to poor communications
between the members of college com:munities and
this prompted the study. He said he is allowing
two years for the research which consists of three
phases.
"The first phase is to research the present
communications channels between students and
faculty and students and the administration and
vice versa," Goldhaber said. "The second phase
concerns faculty - administration and all
University relations to the public while in phase
three we will study the students, faculty and
administration separately."

'What's Bugging Him?'

-·· --·

through observations, interviews and•
questionnaires. About 30 percent of the UNM
faculty have already been sampled through these
methods, he said.
Goldhaber said the administration's "open
door" policy to students is also under scrutiny.
He said this phase will show if administration
secretaries "block" rather than "buffer"
communications between students and the
administration. Phase one, he said, would be
finished before Christmas.

Goldhaber said he has two assistant researchers,
Richard Dillender and Karen Evans, and three
speech upperclassmen helping him with the study.
He also said the research is fully endorsed by
UNM President Ferrel Heady.
Goldhaber said phase one would try "to find·
out what channels exist on and off paper"
between the students and the faculty and
students and administration.
"Such channels include the classroom, as the
most basic form of communication between
students and faculty, office hours, the advisement
program, departmental meetings student
organizations, faculty meetings, and informal
lunches with professors and vice versa,"
Goldhaber said.

Goldhaber said he is applying for a $40,000
grant through the U.S. Office of Education's
Targeted Communications Program. The grant,
Goldhaber said, would enable him to enlarge his
study to include research in a "Big Ten school, a
private urban institution in the East, a major West
. Coast institution and two small private colleges''
.besides the present study being conducted at
UNM. He said he will know in February if the
$40,000 will be granted.

He said the faculty's office hours are presently
being studied as to see how many students take
advantage of their professors posted hours for
advice and assistance. He said data is collected
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Laird Discloses Foiled Viet POW Camp Raid
I

RightOn
ByDANJOY
The report of the President's
Commission on Campus Unrest is in,
and it has laid an egg. Trumpeted by
the apologists for campus radicals,
and condemned by those who
viewed the whole effort as a
"whitewash," the report came out
with its tail between its legs. The
Scranton drafters, anticipating a
rough time of it, reportedly removed
harsh criticism of the political
system, and the war in Indochina in
favor of milquetoast rhetoric which
would upset few.
This strategy, combined with the
death of Nasser, put the report right
off the front pages. While it died a
rather quick and deserved death in
the public eye, there is much that
ought to cause concern. If policy
mak~rs, both public and educational,
accept the assumptions of the report,
then one can safely conclude that
what Scranton, Roades, et. al. did
was most dangerous.
The commission was charged with
the responsibility of reporting on
what are the causes. This is what the
whole thing was all about, and this is
exactly what the commission did not
do. Even when the commission deals
with what it contended the causes to
be, it did a bad job. While the war in
Vietnam and the myths created by
the local Viet Cong propagandists
might have served as a point from
which radicals radicalize, it is not a
cause. Nor is the rhetoric of Vice
President Agnew. It, too, is
convenient, but surely not
substantive. Do they really think the
students that dumb-that they would
involve themselves in radical activity
over the rhetoric of one man? Surely
not.
Then, the suggestions. First, and
as the commission puts it, "Most
important of all" the "overall effort
to
prevent
further
campus
disorders. . .
rests
with
the
President." One could believe that if
one accepted the notion that the
President was/is the cause, or that
the President is in a position to put
.an end to the current wave of
d isdfders.
The
latter
point
completely misses the problems

I

Unrest Report Lays Egg

internal to the university; the former
is ridiculous.
The faults of the report are many.
It is manifestly impossible for any
man or group to come to grips with
the revolutionary atmosphere on the
campuses if he is without foundation
in the philosophy, rhetoric, style,
and objectives of the New Left. It is
also impossible for sound answers to
be provided unless there is an
understanding of 1) the intellectual
bankruptcy of relativism and the
other philosophical absurdities that
are today very much in vogue on the
campus, and 2) the pervasiveness of
these attitudes in our educational
institutions. They were content to
play the game of saying what they
were expected to say.
However, the most grievous error
was to implant the assumption that
the university community is nothing
more than a mini-polity, with
students having political "rights,"
as if it were initially a political
society. There are two good reasons
why this is not so. First, as Jacques
Barzun put it, "The university is the
institution, that is by its delicate
balance of function, authority and
liberty and its normal absence of
power, the least able of all
institutions to withstand the fury of
revolutionary force and violence." It
is this realization which mandates
that the academic purpose and
institution be kept free of the
stresses that are sometimes normal to
political society, but potentially fatal
to the university. Second, the
university is not primarily a place
where men live, it is a place where
men learn. Activities which tend to
frustrate that are those which ought
to be removed from the campus. But
the Scranton Commission fails to
appreciate these basics. What they
have done is ignore the very meat of
the matter.
After the report proper had come
and gone, the Commission came
forth with its report on the Jackson
and Kent State incidents. In a most
superficial manner, the roadshow
moved into each of those towns to
listen to a .few hours. of testimony
from "witnesses" who had been

selected by the Washington staff.
The whole thing was nonsensical.
The proper loci of responsibility for
both incidents rests with local
If
anything,
this
authorities.
intrusion has produced serious
problems for law enforcement and a
tranquil society. It has fed the
flames, and someone will probably
pay.
The Portage County (Ohio)
authorities are not avoiding their
assigned duties. After careful grand
jury investigation by people familiar
with Kent, Ohio (and selected
pursuant to Ohio law) 25 were
indicted, among them the student
body president, Craig Morgan. This is
not to say that any or all of the 25
are guilty. Whether the grand jury
case is proved to the satisfaction of a
trial jury is unknown. It is unknown
to us as well as William Kunstler
who, 24 hours after the report was
issued, was in Kent, Ohio telling the
students that the report was
"garbage."
Notwithstanding
Kunstler's
mythmaking,
the
grand
jury
exonerated the National Guard,
which is not the same as saying that
the whole thing might have been
handled better. But what the grand
jury did do was to reject the "trial
by media" of the troopers and the
inclination to play Monday morning
quarterback by establishing after the
fact how the reasonable man under
the same or similar circumstances
would have acted or reacted. These
latter two things are precisely what
the Scranton Commission did, and in
doing so have contributed to the
potential of future campus disorders.
The imprudent adventurism of the
Scranton Commission ought to teach
us several important lessons. Among
them, showboat commissions are
dangerous. They are not even a good
vehicle by which the public can find
things out. They can, and have,
inflamed the situation. If and when
the President chooses to use this
method again, he had best know who
he is appointing and direct those
appointees off iritq the quieter places
of society to come up with mm:e
light and less heat.

WASHINGTON (UPI)Defense Secretary Melvin H.. Laird
disclosed Monday that a U.S.
search and rescue team raided a
Communist prisoner of war camp
only 20 miles from Hanoi, but
found all the American prisoners
had been moved.
Laird made the disclosure at a
Pentagon news conference called
to expand the extent of U.S. air
attacks over North Vietnam over
the weekend.
He said the search and rescue
team of Army and Air Force
volunteers returned safely without
serious casualties, but that one
helicopter that made a

"controlled crash landing" in the
POW compound was intentionally
destroyed.
The raid was made with the
approval of President Nixon and
was ordered after U.S. authorities
received information that led
them to believe that American
prisoners were suffering
unnecessarily.
"If there had been prisoners in
the compound, they would have
been free men today," he said.
The secretary told a news
conference that was 20 minutes
late getting shrted that the
explosions reported around Hanoi
came from North Vietnamese

surface - to · air missiles which
detonated at low altitude.
The raid on the POW .camp
occurred about midnight (MST)
Friday-about 2 a.m. Hanoi time.
The rescue team, said Laird,
broke into the compound and
thoroughly searched it, but found
that the POWS had been "recently
vacated."
"I had prepared with approval
of President Nixon a search and
rescue mission," said Laird,
" ... after some of our men were
reported to be dying in North
Vietnam,"
He said the team was composed
entirely of volunteers from the

AFTC to Rehear Djuric Case
Rule Right to Due Process Violated
The UNM Regents yesterday
directed the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee (AFTC) to
rehear a case in which electrical
engineering Prof. Jovan Djuric had
claimed
the
University
administration had violated his
academic freedom by refusing to
promote him or give him a salary
increase.
The Regents' decision brought
an immediate protest from Djuric
that "returning it to the AFTC..•
wiii probably not serve justice."
In sending the case back to the
AFTC the Regents ruled that
Djuric's right to due process
before that committee may have

been violated since the AFTC had
heard witnesses against him
without his being present. The
Regents
refused to address
themselves to the question of
whether or not Djuric's academic
freedom was _violated by refusing
him promotion.
The AFTC had earlier ruled
that a failure to promote him or
give him a raise was not a
violation of his academic freedom.
In his appeal to the Regents
Djuric had asked that a select
committee be empaneled to
rehear the case since the AFTC
had shown "a complete and total
disregard for my civil rights as
well as my academic rights.''

J ovan Djuric

Tuesday, November 24, 1970

Djuric had also asked the
Regents to censure the members
of the AFTC, but they refused to
do so.
In moving to return the case to
the AFTC Regents Walter Wolf
said it would be "up to them (the
AFTC) to sec how the procedural
safeguards are best protected."
Wolf added, "I want to make
clear in making this motion that
we have not ignored the work (of
the committee) ... and insofar as
my motion is concerned it should
not be construed as my upholding
Prof. Djuric's position" that his
academic freedom has in any way
been violated.
Arturo Ortega, president of the
Regents, had earlier said the
procedural issue of due process
must be decided before the
question of any possible violation
of Djuric's academic freedom
could be decided.
In other action the Regents
approved several amendments to
the
ASUNM
and
GSA
Constitutions but rejected another
amendment which would have
established a graduate level
student court.
In rejecting the formation of a
student court for graduate
students the Regents stated they
were not opposed to the idea in
principle but that they simply
wan ted a clarification of with
whom the. appointing power
would rest. The proposed
amendment calls for the GSA
Council to submit a list of
nominees to the GSA president
from which he would make
appointments.
Othcl' amendments approved to
the GSA Constitution include
adding· a graduate student to
Studtn'lt Standards and creating a
system of ·proportional'
reprcsentatio1\ to the GSA
Council. ASUNM constitutional
amendments approved include
those passed last spring adding
graduate students to all joint
ASUNM/faculty bodies and a new
election code.

Army and Air Force and had
undt>rgone intensive training
before leaving on what he called
the "hazardous" mission near the
North Vietnam capital.
Laird called the rescue attempt
"the only operation that took
place north of the 19th Parallel
this past weekend.''
The North Vietnamese have
charged that U.S. planes bombed
near Hanoi and Haiphong, cities
that are more than 100 miles
north of the 19th Parallel. The
United States said that it
conducted only retaliatory raids
against North Vietnamese SAM
missile and antiaircraft sites below
the 19th Parellel.
Laird told reporters that Navy
flyers did provide diversionary
tactics during the rescue attempt.
"Flares were fired over the coast
to divert attention from the SAR
(search and rescue) mission,"
Laird said.
Laird said the North
Vietnamese Air Defense was
caught "completely unaware. He
said "they expended over 30 SAM
missiles at very low altitudes.''
Asked if this were the first time
American forces had entered
North Vietnam, Laird said, "This
has happened in the past.'' He said
it had been a "quite regular"
occurrence. "This is not the first
time.''
He explained the United States
had conducted more than 30 SAR
missions this year to pick up
downed pilots, but that the one
Friday was the first against a POW
camp.
However, he added, "We were

reasonably confident we couLd
land this force at this location."
Laird said there "has been no
indication by the other side that
they would abide by the Geneva
Convention "requiring humane
treatment for POWS and that he
felt obligated as defense secretary
"to demonstrate our concern for
these men."
He was determined, Laird said,
"to show our dedication to these
men. . . to do everything in our
power to secure their release.''
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Education Consortium
UNM has joined the Institute of
International Education's (IIE's)
Consortium of schools for
Latin-American studies.
En try into the organizatiol]makes UNM students eligible for
application to the IIE's program
at Lima, Peru, where one or two
semester seSsions are conducted
with the cooperation of the
Pontificia Universidada Catolica
del Peru and the Instituto Cultural
Peruano Norteamericano.
Dates for the first semester will
be Feb. 12 to July 25, 1971.
Second semester in the program
will run from Sept. 1 to Dec. 24,
1971. A variety of courses are
offered for which transfer credit
may be obtained by students.
Deadline for application is Dec.
1 with application forms and
further information available from
the UNM Office of International
Programs and Services, 1717
H.omaNE.
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